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MINIATURE FIGURINES LIMITED
5 NORTHAM ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON. S02 ONZ

TELEPHONES:

Southampton 20855 - 8.30a.m. to 6p.m.
West End 4651 • 6.00p.m. to 8.30p.m.

Due to the increased interest in the American Civil War Period,
we take pleasure in listing our current Range of TRUE 25mm
Wargames Figures designed by Richard Higgs for Wargamers to
a Collector Standard of design.

6ip individually. 4ofthe same figure 25p
17p individually. 3of the same figure 50p
22ip each.

Regular Infantryman Advancing.
Regular Infantry Officer.
Zouave Advancing.
Regular Infantryman Firing.
Berdan Sharpshooter Firing.
Marine on Guard.
Regular Infantryman on Guard (Hardy Dress).
Regular Standard Bearer.
Union Artilleryman Holding Trail Spike.
Union Artilleryman Holding Rammer.
Confederate Infantryman Advancing.
Confederate Infantry Officer.
Confederate Infantryman Firing.
Confederate Standard Bearer.
Artilleryman Firing Gun.
Artilleryman Holding Shell.
Louisiana Tiger Zouave.
Confederate Artilleryman Holding Rammer.
Confederate Artilleryman Holding Trail Spike.
Confederate Artilleryman Firing Gun.
Union Artilleryman Firing Gun.

A.C.W.C. Is Regular Cavalryman Charging(Kepi).
a!c!w!c. 2s Confederate Cavalryman Charging(Slouch Hat).
A.C.W.C. 3s Sherman's Bummer.
A.C.W.C. 4s Regular Cavalryman with Pistol (Kepi).

INFANTRY
CAVALRY
ARTILLERY

A.C.W. Is

A.C.W. 2s

A.C.W. 3s

A.C.W. 4s
A.C.W. 5s

A.C.W. 6s
A.C.W. 7s

A.C.W. 8s

A.C.W. 9s
A-.C.W. 10s

A.C.W. lis

A.C.W. 12s

A.C.W. 13s
A.C.W. 14s

A.C.W. 15s
A.C.W. 16s
A.C.W. 17s

A.C.W. 18s

A.C.W. 19s
A.C.W. 20s
A.C.W. 21s

A.C.W.A. 1
A.C.W.A. 2s
A.C.W.A. 3s

Whitworth Rifled Cannon.
Parrot Rifled Cannon.
Limber.

ADDITIONS TOJTH_E^UGJJST_C^TAL_OGjJE

A.Pa.C. Is Parthian Horse Archer.
A.PLC. Is Palmyran Light Cavalryman.
a'.R.C. 2s Late Roman Heavy Cavalryman.
aIr.C. 3s Late Roman Light Cavalryman.

To'enable you to paint your Wargames figures to the exact detail of the period we have started
a series of "Paint That Wargame Figure" leaflets. Number one which covers Bavaria is now^vaUabTe at 20p? This covers'Bavaria9 from 1800-1806 and 1811. Line drawings are shown for
Infantry, Cavalry, Artillery and Standards of these periods.
We hope over a period to extensively increase these painting leaflets so that the Wargamer can
with little expense obtain information at one source.

Metal Military Miniatures NEVILLE DICKINSON - Commercial Director
for the WARGAMER and the COLLECTOR RICHARD HIGGS - Design Director
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WARCAMER'S

NEWSLETTER

:io. 121. April 1972.

EDITORIAL

If the recent coal strike does not seem to

have directly affected this magazine, then just
about every other economic factor seems to be
battering at our doors! Taking up much time
that can be ill-spared, run on an almost
profitless shoe-string, WAHGAKER'S i.'S./'SLETTiSR
is fighting a valiant rearguard action against
Rising Costs. In the three years or so that
the magazine has been printed by this method,
the cost for that, service have risen by 150;i;
postage rates have soared sky-high and the in
creases for inland postage that come into
force on the 6th March are going to present a
ticklish problem, depending unon the postal
clerks interpretation as to whether the almost
exactly 2 ozs of newsletter and envelope falls
within the stipulated "under 2 ozs". This
month has come yet another devastating blow at our morale as our prin
demand for an approximate 20>j increase in his chargesi

./hen I reveal that that printer is Heville Dickinson of Miniature figurines
whose off-shoot firm of Perdic i'rintcrs has been turning out this magazine for some
months, readers will be aware that I.'eville is in a position to not only be complete
ly conversant with the shoe-string budget of this magazine -but also with the role it
plays in the wargames world. Undoubtedly, his costs have risen and he cannot be
expected to even contemplate subsidising this, the longest standing wargaming maga
zine. At the same time, neither can the editori

The simple answer might seem to be to raise subscription rates but I cannot
help feeling thu.t the cost of this magazine at -..resent is just about all I would
like to have to pay for such a publication, however uni ue it may be within the
'nobby. Zven so, with most of the subscriptions running from the beginning to the
;nd of the year, any rise in price now ---ould not be of very much benefit until 1973
which means that the Editor has to bear all increases for the next nine months.

I suppose the purpose of all this moaning is really to put it on record that,
if I am to continue publishing the -ewsletter uhen some economies will have to take
)lace. Steps are being taken to investigate alternative and less expensive methods
of printing (which is about the only point where any economies can be made). 3o, if
your Newsletter asnvncs a different appearance in the not-too-distant future, then
bear with me becaus • the contents will be exactl. the same as those that you seemed
to have liked and appreciated over the past ten years.

ter presents a

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER I, «|it«l lnd published from:-
« Hill Lane. Southampton. Hampshire. En^/xl. SOI SAD

£2.10p in the United Kingdom: Overseas £2.25p (#5-70 in U.S.A. and Canada).



The victory of Atbara during the Omdurraan
Campaign of 1896 was followed by an interval of
three months during which one misfortune succeeded
another and no further advance could be undertaken
as storm, flood and sickness tested the troops to
the uttermost. Cholera was the first unwelcomed
visitor; the North Staffords moved southwards to
Gemai where the dread disease overtook them and

spread to every other camp. On July 5th, the camp
at Firket was abandoned and the garrison moved six miles upstream to Kosha, but
cholera soon appeared there in its most virulent form. No man knew whether he might
see the rise of another sun and death stalked among the army, claiming many of the
bravest and best, ^'he troops moved out into the desert where they lived in straw huts
in temperatures mounting to 129 degrees in the shade but still the disease persisted
and by the time it subsided in the middle of August, more than 900 soldiers and camp
followers h;d died; only 19 British soldiers succumbed to the disease. It was re
ported that Colonel Rundlo kept a bottle of "Cholera mixture" for his Staff, the in
gredients of whicli were brandy, chlorodyne and ./orcester sauce in equal parts; anyone
feeling symptoms of cholera was required to drink a tumblerful - no one drank and no
one died! Violent dust-storms, followed by torrential rain, occurred at the end of
July and in a country where rain is almost unknown, on August 25th, a storm occurred
which swept away part of the railway line near Saras. Every ravine was filled with a
rushing torrent as tents and huts collapsed in a sea of liquid mud; the movement of
troops became impossible.

00O00

For two centuries, the old flint-lock musket had been the weapon of the foot
soldier. During the ordinary routine of peace time, to save wear and tear of flints,
they were replaced in the hammer of the musket with pieces of bone; in an emergency,
many minutes would have been taken up in removing the bones from the hammers, pocket
ing them, taking flints out of pouches and fixing them, before a musket could be dis
charged - even so, one weapon in every ten would mis-fire. In the event of rain, the
musket was practically useless for the prining of powder in the pan (the kindling of
which by the spark of the flint ignited in its turn at the charge within the barrel)
soon became damp and refused to explode.

00O00

FIRING INTO

THE BROWN!

"Driver ... halt! Gunner

eight five zero yards."
2 pdr traverse left on tank German Hark III

Carefully the gunner turned the range drum to the right distance, adjusted his
telescope and aimed. By his side the loader was ready with the next round.

"Fire!" The tank jolted with the shock. Through the smoke and dust and the
spurt of flame the tank commander intently watched through his binoculars the trace
of the shot in flight. Almost slowly it curved slightly upward and then seemed to
plunge swiftly towards the target. The tank commander cursed us ho saw the unmistake-
able dull glow of a strike of steel on steel followed by a sharp upward plunge of
tracer.

00O00

The early 1*»th century saw the evolution of a coherent military practice which
used in a single tactical scheme the distinctive power of archery, the defensive
solidarity of dismounted men-at-arms and, when necessary, the offensive power of
mounted troops. Edward had discovered, or comprehended what was already apparent,
first the virtues of archery in attack to break up a defensive infantry formation and,
second, its power in defence when based on array of dismounted knights and men-at-
arms.

00O00

HINT OK THa MOUTH by D.B.Clark.

I have discovered that if you attach the head of a Confederate to the
ic Cuirassiers' you can produce a lot of cheap English Civil War cavalry.

•Napoleon-



BATTLE FIELDS BY CHANCE

by

T. J. Higgins

Deciding on the type of terrain on which one wishes to have a battle can be a
problem if one is not fighting awell documented battle or using l^m>V
or a site agreeable to both combatants. The trouble with agreeing on an imaginar>
field is that it can be rather unrealistic especially when neither "jUjllejthe
other to have the advantages such as hills, protective wooas, etc ^variably i
leads to the dull terrains that we see appearing annually at 0«»»?*"""» e"J ^
of the battlefield almost a mirrored opposite. To put an end to this once ana for
all and provide a more challenging and unpredictable terrain I have developed a
system of terrain laid out by dice throws.

The average sized tables used by our group are V to 5' by 7' to 8' made °*
chioboard. The size is immaterial as long as it roughly corresponds with the diagram
- i"shall explain the details of the various numbers as I go along.
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"1" - First take a normal dice. Start at area 1 (large) and throw dice to see
what it will contain - 1 - Houses; 2 - Nothing; 3 - Wood; k - Hills; 5 - Field; fa -
Nothing. Having noted what is in each area, now we dice to see how much oi the area
will be covered. You will see that a dotted line quarters each area - this is an
imaginary line and need not be marked in pencil (the others may be marked in places).
1 suggest that woods, houses and fields be placed before the start line say fa , ) ,
12", this rests with the individual.

So, dicing would be as follows:-

1,2- Northern side of area. 3. '* - Southern side. 5. 6 - whole area.

For hills, rivers and roads a different system of dicing is involved. Having
diced for area I as an example, we dice again - 1 - North-West quarter; 2 - North-
East quarter; 3 - South-West quarter; h - South East quarter; 5 - entire west area;
o - entire East area (this is shaded area).

Rivers - For the point of entry the player on the West dices to see "if and
where" - using the numbers round the edge of the board. 6 on the dice means no river
on that side, if a point of entry is diced then the player on the East dices for its
exit point - if he throws a 6 then the watercourse ends in a swamp or bog (or the
first player on the West dices for an exit point on his own side).

"2" - Roads - Each player dices twice and having ascertained the roads and
river entrance-and-exits, leave them unmarked until the hills are decided upon, so
that their natural course can be ascertained.

Detail on formation of terrain:

- The condition of these may be decided by dicing.

1 - Dense woods only light infantry in open order.
2 - Medium woods all half speed; cavalry in single file; no cannons.
3 - Sparse wood all units open order half speed.
k - Orchard same as 3 but no cover from cannon fire.
5 - Small clumps of dense trees open areas.
6 - Trees in thin rows along area perimeter and any rivers and roads.
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HILLS - 1 - A small hillock k - A ridge

2 - A hill 5 - A long ridge
3 - A hillock on top of a hill 6-2 long ridges forming a valley

RIVERS - Dice to see the nature of the water in each area.

1 - Brook of no importance movement-wise.
2 - A stream fordable by dicing.

3, 4 - A fast deep river unfordable but bridgable in 1 hour of time.
5, 6 - A stream of no importance but swampy areas each side.

HOUSES - This depends on the individual as to how many he wishes to pack into
an area. Personally, I like to have a minimum of '»" so as to allow movement round
it. ./here a dice throw allows one to cover the whole area, this would be made as a
town or large village.

Having finally created the terrain, if it is desired to make it even more in
teresting one only has to dice again as in the beginning. This would create such
things as a village on a hill or in a forest. We generally assume that a special
throw for a field means it is a ploughed one or cultivated enough to reduce movement
and surround it with a hedge.

METHOD OF ENTRY:

In our group we have developed a system of forces entering onto the battlefield
that may be used with this type of wargaming. Looking at the diagram, you will sec
in each quarter area behind the start line running from North to South, a series of
numbers from 1 to 6 each letter being enclosed (for easier identification)(1) (2)
etc.

The first dice throw will indicate where your advance or first force will be
placed on the board, decide yourself on how wide a frontage at the start line. Now
dice for infantry - the number on the dice denotes how many regiments. Next dice
for cavalry, the number on dice representing how many units. This can bo carried a
stage further by dicing odd or even for heavy or light cavalry. Now dice for
artillery - 1,2 means only light guns ('Hb and 6lb).

3, k " " medium " (8lb and 91b).
5, 6 ti . ii heavy " (121b and above including Howitzers).

So, now you have the make up of your force and their board position. Next we
divide the remainder of your army into two equal forces and decide when and where
they will enter the battlefield. Dice for the point of entry of the second group,
and then dice for how many game-moves after the start they move on. The third and
last group also dice as the second group, but their game-move onto the board is the
number on the dice after the second group. One muy be fortunate and start with a
large force and have the two reserve forces coming on rapidly behind. Alternatively
one may be forced, by low dice throws, to start with a weak force and have to quickly
move laterally to protect an entry point for your reserves. The enemy, by gathering
in strength, could catch them unprepared as they come on or even prevent their en
trance, so necessitating off-tho-board moves - a bad thing when the advance guard are
fighting for their lives. Alternatively, one may prefer to make some off-the-board
moves so as to come on at a point of one's own choosing.

ooOoo

Gary Gygax of Indianna writes - "I must take exception to D.S.Clark's comments
on "Anglophilia" in the "Counsels of Jar" column in Number 118. The British fight
ing man has historically proved himself to be superior - without benefit of a
Wellington to hide him from enemy fire. Mr. Clark uses the example of Waterloo,
where the British "where Wellington had to be bailed out by Blucher and his 'levies

could stand in line.pointing out that the "despised Belgians and Hanoverians .... could stana in line
I suggest that the former circumstance was due to relative numbers and the second
due to the stiffening effect of the British regulars. ?he historical record of t
Crimean War, for instance, underlines the falacy of Mr. Clark's assertions. Regard
less of command ability, the morale of English-British troops should be higher, on
the average, than their opponents. (Yes, I admit to oeing somewhat of an -mglopnile>,

ADVERTISING RATES IN THIS MAGAZINE

vull page ... £6.00 (*16.00). Quarter Page ... ""50p (-/J*-°°\
Half Page ... £3-00 <*8.00). Eighth Page ... 75P <*2.00>

Classified advrta 1p (2 Cento) per word.

he



COUNSELS OF WAR.

by

Mark L.Evans

In the January '72 issue of Wargamer's News
letter I am referred to as a "chronic anglophile of
the Victorian dinner tables ... trying to graft on
to a set of rules the effect of Wellington's
generalship on the British." These rather strong
comments were a reaction against some conjecture of mine at the end of the August
•71 "What Makes a Wargamer Tick?" - namely, that British soldiers should not dice to
stand a column charge. In this Hr. Clark sees an example of the 'perfidious albion"
attempting "to make the British unbeatable". This is, I fear, an incorrect interpre
tation of my original idea i.e.

i) The basis of Wellingtonian victory were the British line's firepower (which
is documented as notably superior to that of other Napoleonic armies) and the re
verse slope tactic, aided by the enveloping bayonet charge.

ii) All the wargames rules which I have seen provide for the French-style
column attack, but not for the three above British tactics.

iii) If one is going to get any historical accuracy, the British Army should
rely on the line and never (except in storming) the column.

iv) Therefore, as it is not prepared for in most sets of Napoleonic rules,
Wellingtonian victory - even given the reverse slope, etc., - is very difficult to
achieve. For example, in the Battle of Waterloo we fought, the British army's
position on the reverse slope did it no more good than if it had been positioned in
a level field, as the rules did not provide for the advantages of the reverse slope
position.

My suggested rule was therefore intended to act as a stop-gap until someone
brings out a set of rules which accurately reflects the different quality and tactics
of different Napoleonic armies, instead of grouping altogether under the general
heading "Napoleonic". Something like The Wargaraes Research Group Ancient Rules,
which accurately reflects these different qualities and tactics.

Finally, for Mr. Clark's benefit, my calling of European soldiers "levies" and
"common or garden" troops was not an intended slur on the fine armies of Prussia,
Austria and Russia. The dictionary definition of a "levy", is "the enrolment of
men for war" - would Mr. Clark deny that this is why European armies were formed?
Also, by "common or garden" I meant that most European armies were basically the
same in quality and tactics - notable exceptions being (superior) the French and
British and (inferior) the Spanish and Neapolitan armies i.e. I would place Napoleo
nic soldiers (very broadly) in three qualitative categories - (1) British and
French; (2) German States (including Prussia), Russia, Austria, Sweden, Italy,
Netherlands (until Waterloo) etc., and (3) Spain, Naples (1815, Waterloo Dutch-
Belgians).

ooOoo

NEW BOOKS

THE RAIDER OF ABAKAN by C.E.Lucas Phillips (Heinemann - £3.00p). This is an
account of a little known para-military force and intelligence agents, mostly
Burmese living in Japanese-held territory who raided and spied. V.Force who served
on the Arakan Front in the campaign in Burma. British, West African, Commandos and
Marines engaged in raids, and intelligence secured by Agents, often working behind
the Japanese lines. The book will provide first-class material for anyone wanting
to play Jungle Wargames.

THE LANCASTER AT WAR by Mike Garbutt and Brian Goulding (Ian Allen). A nice
coffee-table book about the Lancasters with some very good illustrations.

W.T.Thurbon.



UNIFORMS OF THE SEVEN YEARS WAR

A General Guide

by

John Boadle

Firstly I would like to correct a few points
about the Austrian and Prussian armies.

AUSTRIA:

Hungarians did not always wear blue trousers.
Trousers, and braided waistcoats were in the facings
colour. Barrelled sashes and sabretaches were

often worn. The coat front was braided. The

Croats, etc., looked rather like dismounted Hussars, but wore infantry equipment and
puttees. All cuirassiers wore red facings and often red breeches (the Modena regi
ment wore blue). No back plates were worn. Hussars wore multicoloured uniforms
with fur caps and coloured boots. Artillerymen wore brown and red cuffs. Jagers
and Pioneers wore the same uniform with a sort of cut-down Grenadier cap. Officers'
sashes were striped black and yellow. There were no Lancers.

PRUSSIA:

Breeches and waistcoats were most often cream. There were no Grenadier regi
ments, but even Fusiliers had Grenadier companies. Coat tails were always red.
Shoulder lace was worn only by Dragoons on their cornflower blue coats. Belts were
white or buff and most regiments had lace on the lapels. There were both Foot and
Mounted Jagers, all wearing boots. The officers' sashes were silver. Artillerymen
wore Fusilier helmets.

AUSTRIA'S ALLIES

RUSSIA;

The infantry wore green coats with red facings, waistcoats and breeches. Belts
were dark buff. The Grenadiers of the Guard wore a huge mass of feathers atop their
caps. Officers wore green breeches and a black-orange-silver sash. The uniforms
were radically changed in 1?60. Facings now being in regimental colours', and
breeches anu waistcoats in pale shades. There were four regiments of "Pandours" -
like the Croats. Cuirassiers wore white coats, red waistcoats ana heavy gauntlets.
Dragoons wore cornflower blue coats. There were five "ussar regiments plus Irregu
lar Cossack3. These latter wore loose dull-coloured clothes, fur caps and coloured
sashes. They carried lances. Artillery and "Artillery Fusiliers" wore red uniforms,
black facings and Fusilier caps.

FRANCE:

Most (85 regiments) infantry wore white coats but a few wore blue or red.
Facings and waistcoats were coloured but breeches and belts were white. The Gardes
Francaises wore blue coats; red breeches, waistcoats and facings and white lace.

Grenadiers wore fur ciips. The artillery wore blue with red facings. There were no
Cuirassiers, but a vast mass of heavy cavalry (35 regiments) wearing blue, red,
grey or white coats. Dragoons wore red or blue, but by 1762 green uniforms and
small crested helmets had started to come in. Ihe Hussars all wore bright blue with
white braid and various facings.

BhVARIA:

3right blue coats and breeches, red, yellow, white, maroon or black facings and
waistcoats. Buff belts. Austrian style cavalry.

SAXONY:

White or grey coats, red, yellow, blue or green facings and waistcoats, white
breeches, belts. Grenadier Guards - red with yellow. Polish infantry wore red
coats. Cavalry - Austrian style. Polish I.ancer6 - long white coats, red, yellow or
blue cuffs and trousers.

Many othc;r German States on both sides wore Prussian-style uniforms. On
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Prussia's side were:-

Brunswick - Two regiments with red facings, one with white, one with yellow.

Mecklenburg - Red facings with yellow breeches and waistcoats.

On "ustria's side were:-

Von Roder Regiment - pink facings

Baden-Baden Regiment - white facings

Ferentheil - red

ilessen-Dormstadt Kreis Regiment - white

The Hessen-Dormstadt Garde du Corps cavalry wore cream coloured coats and
breeches, red facings and waistcoats and busbies with silver plaques. The Schaumburg-
Lippe Carabiniers wore black coats, iron caps with fur bands, shoulder armour, red
cuffs and turnback edges, buff breeches, gauntlets and turnbacks. Upper Rhein
Artillery wore all green uniforms with brass buttons.

PRUSSIA'S ALLIES

Apart from the tiny States mentioned above there was only Britain and Hanover.

The Infantry of both States wore red coats and breeches. Facings and waistcoats
were of various colours. Royal Regiments had blue facings and breeches. The whole
was heavily laced in the regimental pattern. Highlanders wore tartan kilt and plaid,
short red jackets and blue bonnets. Belts were white or buff. Gaiters were brown or
grey in the field. With the exception of the Horse Guards, cavalry were uniformed
like the infantry, with buff belts. The Scots Greys wore white belts and Grenadier
caps. Each regiment had a light company and there were also Light Dragoons. These
wore a crested version cf the Prussian Fusilier cap (roughly speaking). Officers and
sergeants wore dark rod sashes. Hanoverian Dragoons wore white coats.

In general, gaiters could be black or white and buttons brass or pewter. Hats
were usually edged in the button colour. Cuirasses were shiny black with coloured
cloth edges. Drummers wore heavily braided coats, often in reversed colours.
Officers wore sashes, braid and gorgets and carried espontoons (short pikes).
Sergeants also wore sashes and carried pikes.

Warrior
metal miniatures

Send S.A.E. for

price list to:-

23 Grove Road, Leighton
Buzzard, Bedfordshire.

PRICES by Mail Order

FOOT - 5p

CAVALRY - 12p

CANNON - 25p

Our range includes -
ANCIENTS; MEDIAEVAL 16th and 17th
CENTURY; NAPOELONIC.

Latest English Civil War
additions include Charles; Rupert;
Cromwell; Preacher; General With

map; Scot; Mounted Standard

Bearers; Waggon and accessories -

See our excellent range at:-

MINIATURE WARFARE,
36 Kennington Road, S.E.1

and

WALL MODELS,
373 High Street North,
Manor Park, E12.
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WHAT MAKES

A WARGAMER

TICK?

T.-iis Month: John G. Kane

Looking over the last eighteen months I am astounded to see that the content of
the Newsletter has astoundingly surpassed itself. The rule theorising of Chris
acaumont, the North American Campaign, the Janissaries and the ..eather Guage, D.3.
Clarke's Zulu 'Wargame Rules, Lt. Shagrin's Morale and Merit Module, the 1310 French
Invasion of England, the Napoleonic Legend and many others all of which repay reading
and re-reading.

Due to a constant work schedule I have been unable to get any table gaming, for
the exams are two weeks earlier this year. I have however been able to get my solo
wargaming prepared in ..ncient and American Civil War periods, with political, econo
mic and military factors all ready and worked out waiting for the time they will be
needed.

I have been able to read some books on military subjects and among new issues I
have got "Discovering British Military Uniforms' by .rthur .'a;, lor. This has 90
illustrations in line, of infantry, artillery and cavalry uniforms from 1686 to 1971,
with details of differences of facings, lace, etc., providing an indispensable com
pact, concise uniform guide.

New issues in the Discovering series seem to be "Artillery" and "Edged Weapons",
which will probably be up to the high standard already set by "English County Regi
ments", "Hilitaria", "Military Traditions", "Ship Models" etc.

My Archaeology studies give me material for the Ancient period and I discovered
that in experiments made at the Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology at Cambridge, re
constructions were made of circular leather and bronze shields of the Irish 3ronze
Age. When they were completed, tests were made in which both shields " were
vigorously attacked with a bronze sword and a bronze-tipped spear. 1'he leather
shield was slightly nicked by the sword and just ;unctured by the spear; the bronze
shield was easily slashed through by the sword and pierced by the spear with little
difficulty. Which leaves one with the somewhat surprising conclusion that leather
shields were valuable protective armour, while bronze shields con only have served
as status symbols and narade equipment; and the old-fashioned thought that an ounce
of experiment is worth a ton of theory." The quotation is fro_: "Arcnacology-uic-
coveries in the 19o0's" by Edward Bacon.

Also in connection with Archaeology, was a recent 3BC1 programme, entitled "Who
Are The Scots?" (Scotland only), where it was revealed that recent evidence suggests
that the Celtic chariots had 12 spoked wheels, and the wickerwork sides were made up
of two half-circles on each side, requiring therefore some remodelling of tne ,.imx
chariot.

On the question as to whether British troops should be given a bonus in morale
rules I think a units morale depends on their discipline, leadership, equipment,
tactical oosition, cover, losses from enemy fire and/or melee, patriotism, physical
shape, etc., much more than the still important, but not that, important, factor of
national flair and characteristics.

On rules * think the -apoleonic Rules of S.& J.Keed are hard to beat if one
wants strict casualty sheets and, with their optional rules, a very realistic game.
1 was so impressed that I am now basing my newly bought Napoleonic armies on their
base system rather than that of the rf.R.G. metric sizes thus bein- able to use my
troops with both sets of rules. With adaptations to the basic rules I have evolvea
a set of uCiJ. rules that 1 can set against or adapt to your newsletter r««s. how
ever the trouble always arises as to whether one can sacrifice speed to the all-
consuming God of accuracy and still remain with a playable game.

To those who like to have a narrative in their battles, whether these be single
actions or just one out of a campaign, I recommend that in fighting largo-scale
actions one should use simple, easy, rules, then, at the end, by some means or other,
choose a move or moves and a specific position in the battlefield to replay with



CAMPAIGN MAPS

32-3" x 432n plastic coated maps.
Outline showing major cities and state
or county boundaries, U.S.A, England and
Vales and Australia.
Outline and contoured Africa,North America,
Great Britain and Asia.
May be drawn on with water based felt marker
or Chinagraph pencil, ( or use thin plastic
synbols).

60p + 15p postage.
20p postage for 3. More than 3 postage free.
Payment with orders please.

HARLOW
MINITARIA
AREA STOCKISTS AND AGENT FOR

MINIATURE FIGURINES

32High St.Old Harlow, Essex.
HARLOW 27539

DaveWatson

A. A. JOHNSTON • «;/«„, &A &%ud*
PITNEY :: LANGPORT :: SOMERSET :: ENGLAND

in addition to all Don Featherstone's excellent titles, we stock virtually
every title obtainable for Wargamer and Military History enthusiasts. Below
are a few of particular interest, price includes post:

MODEL SOLDIERS: A Basic Guide to Painting, Animating and Converting by P.Blum.
(New English edition due any day). Stiff paper covers 80p. Hardbound £l.kOp.
Publishers are now doing much for Jargamers., the following titles have all been
produced with them in mind:

UNIFORMS OF MARLBOROUGH'S WARS by A.Kipling. Illstd. inc.colour. £1.32p.
Knight's Battles for Wargamers (3 titles 61 ea.) SARATOGA 1777; BORODINO 1812;
and'FI-<ST BULL RUN 1861.
Osprey Men-at-Arms Series (4 titles .CI.32 ea.) all prof.illstd.inc. colour.
THE BLACK WATCH; THE STONEWALL BRIGADE; FRENCH FOREIGN LEGION; and FOOT

JI^RS OF THE IMPERIAL GUARD.
MINIATURE LANDSCAPE MODELLING by J.H.Ahern. Illustrated. 70p
MINIATURE BUILDING CONSTRUCTION by J.H.Ahern. Illustrated. 71p.
PLASTIC SCALE MODEL AIRCRAFT Assembling, Detailing, Converting by W.H.Matthews.
Hardbound, prof, illustrated including colour. £1.70p.
NARROW GAUGE MODEL RAILWAYS by M.Andress. Prof.illstd. (Particularly useful
for modelling terrain, etc). Hardbound. £1.60p.
Almark's excellent range, all prof.illstd. inc. colour, essential for colour
reference. REGIMENTS AT WATERLOO - £1.85p; INDIAN CAVALRY REGIMENTS l880-19Tf
- £1.85p; BRITISH IN.-'ANfRY COLOURS - ^l^Op; BRITISH INFANTRY REGIMENTS 1660-
19lif - £l.'f5p; GS3MAN INFANTRY 191^-1918 - £1.60p; WAFFEN SS Its Uniforms,
Insignia and Equipment 1933-19^5 - £2.36p; BRITISH MILITARY MARKINGS 1939-^5 -
£1.85p; i/EHRMACHT DIVISIONAL SIGNS 1938-19^5 - £1.75P! FRENCH NAPOLEONIC
ARTILLERY - £1.60p; AMERICAN CIVIL WAR INFANTRY - £l.'*5p; GERMAN ARTILLERY
191<t-19l8 - £l.'*5p; GERMAN COMBAT UNIFORMS 1939-19'»5 - £1-35P; SOVIET COMBAT
TANKS 1939-19'»5 - £1.50p.
THE FRENCH IMPERIAL ARMY The Campaigns of 1813-1'* and Waterloo - R.K.Riehn.
Illustrated uniform -.:olour guide. Post free - £1.38p.
THE FRENCH INFANTRY AND ARTILLERY 1795-1811 - R.K.Riohn. Uniform colour guide,
companion to previous item. Post free - 70p.

\LL THESE AND MANY MORE - SEND S.A.E. FOR FREE LISTS.



30mm FIGURES

FOR WARGAMES AND DIORAMAS

BY CHAS. C. STADDEN

This range is universally recognisedas the finest sculpted range
of figures in this scale. Ideal for making dioramas or for the
more exacting wargamers, these top quality Stadden 30mm
figures are the cheapest available. This ever-expanding range
covers the Seven Years War, American War of Independence.
Napoleonic Wars, Crimean War, Zulu War, North-West
Frontier, First and Second World Wars and many other
periods are in preparation. The range includes foot and
mounted figures. Available unpainted only.

By streamlining our production we arenowable to offer
these figures at vastly reduced prices.

INFANTRY FIGURES 10p each

MUSICIANS, OFFICERS, etc - 20p each

MOUNTED FIGURES 60p onch

TRADITION . 188 PICCADILLY . LONDON W.l.



CONVENTIONS AND RULES

by

Philip Barker

I think uon exaggerates the role of a National Committee a little. I do not
envisage a situation ever occuring where Members of one Club are arbitrarily exclud
ed from a Convention, because, for example, there is a disagreement between the
National and Club Committee Members. However, the best possible way to ensure this
is to make sure that the constitution of any new organisation positively forbids
such action. In my opinion, this can best be done by all shades of opinion meeting
together, discussing, and finally electing a representative to carry their view to
the National Committee.

The points raised concerning rules are of course very valid ones, and I would
like to see them discussed thoroughly in print in the "ewsletter. Bob and I believe
very strongly in simple rules, provided they give a reasonably accurate representa
tion of war during the period chosen. Well over two-thirds of the work we put into
the Research Group rules is done after the original draft has been completed, and is
a matter of: Can this be misunderstood? Is there a simpler way of achieving this
effect? All calculation except simple addition is done in advance and incorporated
in quick reference tables which can be referred to without thumbing through a whole
book.

Having said.this, we do have some reservations. Firstly, the man who bends the
rules or rather follows the letter rather than the spirit finds it easier with
simple sets which do not tie the player down rigidly. As an example, at the very
first Convention, when people playing under simplified Napoleonic rules
were only stopped from employing entirely artillery armies by a last minute ruling.

rfe have far too many "barrack-room lawyers" in wargaming. We also have sur
prisingly few players with even a modicum of tactical ability, which accounts for so
many of the old familiar faces appearing in the finals each year.

In my opinion, the only cure is to have a blanket rule like section *»0 of the
army Act, which says in effect "Any acts which in the opinion of the umpire are con
trary to the spirit if not the letter of the rules will be ruled illegal."

Secondly, my experience as an umpire in 5 Conventions now, shows that it is not
the complications of the rules that slow things down, but delay in getting games
underway, and unfamiliarity by both players and umpires with the rules, however
simple.

The big problem has always been a shortage of umpires who are fully familiar
with the rules in use, and this would be accentuated by the introduction of a special
simplified set for Conventions only.

It was noteworthy this year that the Ancient games, played under rules that had
been used twice before and are now practically universal, went much more smoothly and
ended quicker than those for other periods, in use for the first time.

This year, the Society of Ancients has undertaken to provide a number of fully
experienced umpires sufficient for all the Ancient games at Leicester, and to advise
on army lists and terrain.

The problem of multiple team entries was discussed this year by the Birmingham
Committee. I gather their conclusion was that a one club, one team ruling could be
defeated by a club forming splinter clubs, specially for convention entries.

The latest news of the proposed National Federation is that Clubs have been
holding joint meetings in most parts of the Country and electing representatives to
a National Committee. Trevor Halsall of Leicester has agreed to act as National
Secretary subject to the approval of the reps.

00O00

WHAT MAKES AWARGAMER TICK? - Continued from Page g. more realistic rules, such
things as a cavalry encounter, some daring raid or defence of a house, etc., etc.
Thus allowing the enjoyment of a small but interesting local action with some brave
action, the seizing of enemy colours, etc., giving each game some memorable incidents
mon!?mf^10oJhe„££ra?-narrau^v{: can be ?Pun? and allowing the setting up of triumphalmonuments, and such like, which give spice to campaign. *»»«*•••
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BATTLE REPORT

OF THE MONTH

t:i:: .^.;./JLi' of x-.i.i ;l..s:a (continued)

by

...J.i.itchcll

?I7 :

British Cavalry on left swept aside French
j.-:v tlry patrols and Light Infantry, moving
towards the :'ord takin,: minor casualties from .'reach

oitu-tion Card..rtillcry und infantry fin;. French Commander decided
to move his infantry across the ford and two 3ns were
so deployed, while the remaining three 3ns formed up
re ...' co cross.

jritish 1st und 2nd Divs moved into position for attack
while concentrated artillery fire was directed against
the ..'est gate and adjoining houses. 1'he Gate-house was
penetrated by four salvoes of 2'*pdr siege howitzers.
Che garrison (.1 in) all killed and the building on fire. Dice throw of 1.
!>h« fire spread to adjoining house and the garrison S...'.wi

Dice throws of 6,6,5 S*
'i.

fled, bein;- shot down as they ran. -he second house
war. hit by"throe salvoes from /ield Artillery and
garrison killed. Troops in the fourth house now had
to be morale tested and in the event surrendered to
the advancing Infantry.
Meanwhile the Light 3de of 2nd Division deployed along
the south bank of the Nina firing into the flank of the
French defenders causin- heavy casualties. Mie Advanc
ing 3rd Division throw the French Cavalry patrols back
across the tlina where they prevented their own Infantry
from firing effectively. The French Howitzers in the
town square ha<5 their fire directed onto the British
columns however and caused Moderate casualties to the
Infantry and knocking out a Field Battery.
The Spanish ivision with its cavalry on the right
advanced towards the r.ina.
French Commander having now sized up the situation de
cided Lo strike hard at the weak opanish Jivision and
to roll them back. Orders to this effect sent by AX.
Light Cavalry of 19th Javalry Jivision ordered to move
over to the loft of 18th Div with a view to completing
the rout of the Spaniards in due course. Orders also
sent to 17th biv to prepare to strike south at the flank
of the British 3rd Div.

dritish Cavalry on left in spi'.e of orders made a
'runaway' charge against the French Troops on the west
bank of the liaja. British Light Infantry eliminated
the crews of the two artillery batteries on the Sast
bank but lost one bn from grape shot. ..ellin.-ton on
observing this incident (rather uncharacteristically!)
decided to exploit the temporary success with which it
appeared to meet by sending his two regiments of re
serve cavalry to join the attack.
.,oult sent two Cavalry regiments of 19th Cavalry Div
to reinforce the reserve position of 15th jivision at
the heujo, together with a battery of horse artillery.
The remaining two cavalry regiments of the division
with the other horsed battery were sent to assist in
the defence of the west bridge, now threatened by two
brigades of 1st jiv und one brigade of 2nd jiv Moving
throu-h the ruins of the ./est g.te. The other two
brigades of 2nd Jiv together with all the artillery of

and Dice

throw of 1,2 or 3.

Dice throws ^,'(,6.
Dice throw 2.

Dice throw of 5-

Situation Card.

Incident Card.

situation card.



MOVE ;i .RR.'.-TIVE

2. both Division has now moved forward to the line of the
(cont). burnt-out houses ready to move into the loop of the

river when the main British attack has gone forward.
French troops ir 'orrelano between the houses and the
Mina have suffered very heavy casualties and two of
the houses behind them have been set on fire by the
remaining British Artillery on the south bank. The
Frencli Sapeurs have entrenched the howitzer battery
by the east gate and are movin, towards the threatened
•Vest bridge with the intention of demolishing it. Un
fortunately a spark in the powder causes an explosion
in the entrenched battery before it can fire and all
the gun crews arc killed

The Spanish Division advances cautiously towards the
Mina

3- The British Cavalry action on the Left has thrown one
French Cav i.egt and two French Inf 3ns into the river
for the loss of 2 Cav Regts and 1 3ty "orse Arty.
.Jhile the British re-group their 'blown' horses the
Light Infantry continue to fire with telling effect
on the French Infantry on the far bank.
The three Guards Bns of 1st Div now assault the ./est
Bridge and although the leading 3n is wiped out by
fire from houses and the French Horse Artillery the
two remaining columns supported by the iiighlanders
and followed by the supporting Brigade of 2nd Div storm
the bridge hurling back the defen ers and killing the
garrison of two of the houses who have rashly sortied
to join in the melee.
The remaining Brigades of 2nd jiv are now in the loop
of the river firing into the flank of 15th Div's re
serve position along the hedge.
Two brigades of 3rd Jivision are now across the Nina,
Shooting down the unfortunate Sapeurs as they make for
the bridg( . i'h,. leading Light Infantry are into the
town square and Soult hastily moves his :i.O. to the
North side of the old town wall leaving nearly half
his escort of Chasseurs as casualties. It is essential
now for Soult to strike at the Spanish Div and attempt
to roll up the 3ritish flank and accordingly the 13th
Div now attacks across the Nina while the Cavalry comes
up on their left ready for the pursuit. Simultaneously
the 8 columns of 17th Division incline to their left and
move south cross their rear. In view of their higher
nor-sle and superior musketry the prospect for the French
is good but both in the exchange of fire and in the melee
they do surprisingly badly. The Spanish do not suffer
sufficient casualties ('tO. ) to moke them retreat auto
matically and the French recoil across the river throw
ing the formations of 17th Division into confusion.
there is one standstill move while cursing Staff
Officers disentangle the troops. Spanish morale soars
at this unexpected success but they do not follow up
their victory by crossing the Mina particularly as the
French cavalry is now forming up on the left of the
shattered 13th Jiv.

k. un the loft the British Light Infantry and the Cavalry
force the ford with the I03S of 2 Cav Regts and one
Ha of Infantry. The French are completely defeated in
the melee but the British are unable to advance as they
have outrun their supplies and must wait two moves.
Sritish Infantry and Artillery in the loop of the river
have now nude the hedge position of the remnants of 5th
'Jiv untenable. The melee on the east side of the bridge
results in the defeat of two French Infantry .'5ns and two
Cav Regts. Th< British losses have been heavy too but
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Dice throw of k,G
plus dice throw
of 1, 2 or 3.

Incident card and

dice throw 1, 2 or

!>•
Casualties at end

of move.

French

2 Cav Regts
7 Inf Bns

2 Bts

Allied

2 Cav Regts
h inf Bns

2 Arty Btys

..'eather now normal.

.'round drying
rapidly - all
moves normal but

rivers still
swollen and I'.aja
impassable except
at ford.

./eather Card.

. throw of two

;ixes for the

Spaniards.

Morale Factor
increased from

3 to 'l.

Incident Card,



MOVE

It
(cont).

5 & 6.

7.

SUhKARY:

NARRATIVE

they have with the assistance of the Engineers breached
and assaulted some of the houses. British 3rd Div have
pushed into the square but fire from the French in the
Town Hall and the Cathedral have caused them heavy
casualties. The Howitzer Bty in the Square has been
put out of action. The infantry and artillery of the
Spanish Div continue to pour fire into the struggling
French troops of 18th Div and one Bn of "essians breaks
and runs.

The French losses now total kOfc and they must stand
still for two moves (although able to fire) while Soult
decides with the aid of the Situation Card whether to

continue the fight or cut his losses

As British troops push through the town threatening the
rear of the French, 15th Division is forced to retreat

northwards. Soult decides to pull out the relatively
untouched 17th Div rather than throw them into the town

where they must eventually be trapped. Remnants of
18th Div withdraw their flank covered by the Cavalry.
This is providential for the Spaniards whose casual
ties of nearly 50;. bring them near to retreat. They
do not follow up the retreating French. The remaining
garrisons in the Town "all and the Cathedral surrender.

The British are now close to kCfo casualties and are too
widely dispersed to launch a concentrated attack on the
retreating French 17th Div which withdraws in good order
followed by the Cavalry and a few 3na of Infantry.

Map 2.

Incident Card.

Casualties

French k Cav Rgts
15 Inf Bns

5 Arty3tys
Allied k Cav Rgts

10 Inf Bns

3 Arty Btys

Situation Card

Dice throw 3.

Dice tiirow 2, 2.

The beauty of the solo wargame is that it focuses ones attentions on all ones
mistakes, /is Soult I had failed in my initial dispositions in that 17th Division
should have been kept in the Town and not left on the i^eft flank without adequate
room to manoeuvre. The Cavalry should have been allocated to the two flanks and not
held centrally. Too much reliance was placed on the ..'est gate position which was in
fact soon reduced by artillery fire (.dmittedly very luckyI)

On the British side the use of the unsupported Spanish Division on the vulner
able Right flank was an unjustified risk and could have been disastrous. For the
rest the result was governed by the imponderable element of luck.

The Incident Cards referred to are all of a set-back nature but do not as a rule

affect more than a single unit. Nevertheless the loss of the iiowitzer 3attery in
move 2 had a decisive effect. H-d it remained entrenched firing into the British
troops crossing the Mina it could well have shattered the 3rd Div attack.

The Situation Cards need a word of explanation. A number of basic military
situations for attacking Troops and Defending Troops are tabulated and against each
situation is listed two or more reasonable options. 'hen a decision has to be made
the appropriate card is referred to and a dice thrown for the choice of option.
Examples are appended below.

SITUATION CA.<;> ATTACKING

./hat was intended as a diversionary attack meets with unexpected success.

(a) Shift the whole emphasis of your attack to this point.

(b) Give the movement limited support in order to maintain pressure.

(c) Maintain your original plan and do not press the advantage further.

The dice decided ..ellington to exercise option (b) on his left flank in move

E 16CONTINUED ON PAGE



CONVERSIONS FROM

AIRFIX NAPOLEONIC

ARTILLERY

by

James Slater

Surplus gunners
may result from pur
chasing extra boxes,
to get the infantry.

The following
are simple conver
sions; suitable for

those who, like me, have little time, and less skill.

Infantry Officer: From bucket man. Cut off bucket, and keep for use with C"ns. Cut
away ;,ack. ohove pin into right hand, (in line with arm), for sword.

Infantryman: From ramrod man. Cut away ramrod. Evostick musket, (from ...C.J.
crawler), to left hand to shoulder, in "slope arms" position.

Voltigeur- From handspike man. Cut off curved end of hand spike, and replace with
thick pi^ for musket barrel. Replace other end with piece of that office staple for
musket butt.

15

ARTILLERIE > CHEVAL

de LIGNE 1804-1812

Voltineur officer: From linstock man. Cut off linstock and pack. Push pininto
right hand, (in line with arm), for sword. This chap, and his men, look suitably
purposeful.

amn. Caisson: (Drawings in Head's "French Napoleonic ,rtillery" (/amark Publications)
~e'n if you do not want these on the table with your batteries they may be u.,eful in
a game fought round a Supply Convoy. And will enhance a static display of your
figures.

Cut caisson bodies, (Mtmm long), from a strip of wood planed/sanded to a section
like a tiny house:- width 8mm, sides 7mm high, height to peak of lid 12mm. -m a gun
axle, with wheels under the back, and limber axle at front, with sufficient =^ap
plastic between it and the body to make the vehicle sit level. Paint brown, or olive
with black strapping. If you want an overlapping lid, cut from card, i.pare wheel at
back from gun.

Uses for reniaininc bits: "Damage" remaining guns, for use as battlefield props. Re
nounted men, (orderlies, gun team riders, etc), by cutting

base Dushed into figure^ ..-
any other figure, proves top heavy, Evostick to a larger base of thievish plasticard.

(This is the very last of the conversion

ooOuo

BATTLE REPORT - Continued from i'age ifr.

SITUATION CARD

The enemy's main attack is being made
attack is made elsewhere.

a. Move all your reserves to the enemy's weak point and counter-attack.
b. Ignore the diversion and reinforce your defences against the enemy's main

attack.

c. Make no re-dispositions but appear to fall back before the diversionary
attack in order to draw the enemy into an overstretched position.

The dice decided Soult to exercise option a. Incidentally in order to prevent
myself doing too much weighing of the pros and cons I limited myself to six minutes
(with an audible timer) for each Commander-in-Chief, for och move which with well
over 2,000 figures to shift left little time for careful cor-itation.

hints - more would be very welcome!)

EFENDING

le point while a purely diversionary
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READERS' FORUM

'Mere once again is my subscription for another year. I don't know how long I
have neon taking the "Newsletter" but I would honestly not be without it. I reckon
quite definitely that it is the best warganing publication published, and I've seen
most of them! ,.oep its name intact, Don, and keep the same 'mixture', it's a winner!
By the way, I think you are right on rules too. Some fellows take 20 minutes aer
:aove, and I still reckon the Old Guard could beat them, given an umpire."

Peter .,'oolacott of Middlesex.

ooOoo

"It is fantastic the way the hobby has changed in three years from a sort of
"cottage industry" into a highly commercial and international pastime. In those
day's 30mm was the "in" rule with Airfix the only real manufacturer of 20mm with
Scruby I suppose the only exception in any quantity, but of course being based in
the States really priced out the market in this country. If I recall correctly
Hinton Hunt figures in 25mm were just making an appearance, what a variety of makers
have developed now!

Enough waffle for r.ow. I hope this letter finds you in better spirits than some
of your editorials have seemed to reflect in recent months. One last thing, change
the name of the "Wargamer's Newsletter"? NEVER! ./hat heresy."

John Cook of Epsom ;owns.

ooOoo

"I think I am one of your original subscribers, and I certainly comDliment you
on keeping the newsletter going. ..hen I think of all the similar publications which
have risen and fallen during the same time, yours is a remarkable achievement.
Furtnermore, it is just as good as, or better, than ever."

Charles A. Sweet of Connecticut, U.S.A'.

ooOoo

"V/arganing is thriving here. I get some 20 people at the twice-monthly sessions
in my basement, which is just about the limit. The Seattle wargamers were up here
January 8th-9th and they won both games, Napoleonic and Colonial. They were admitted
ly more experienced at the Napoleonic, but in the Colonial contest the loss of three
melees during the closing moves of the game wrapped it up for the visitors. In this
game both sides were quite evenly matched. I umpired this one so know exactly what
happened. ,/e are set to visit Seattle in a return engagement at the end of May. It
will be tough to beat them there using their rules. At that time the combination
will be Napoleonic and Ancients. The London Research Ancient Rules will probably be
used. Both Seattle and Vancouver has sent away for these regulations. The visit of
the Americans provided quite an interesting weekend. On the Saturday afternoon had
quite a far-ranging discussion on Napoleonic period in which they have had a lot of
experience. V/e are just starting to get into it here. In addition to the two
official games on the Sunday afternoon, two pickup sames were also played, Micro-
armour put on by the North Vancouver Group, and a A.C.W. contest by the South Burnaby
group. All told 50 people were present including several "first time" spectators."

Jack Hutchings of Burnaby, B.C.

ooOoo

"Enclosed is a cheque for one year's subscription to V/argamer's Newsletter,
December '71 to November '72. The Newsletter is fantastic in the amount of material
to suit all wargamers' interests, './hen studies don't allow time for modelling and
painting or a battle I thoroughly enjoy an hour or half-hour reading past copies.

Napoleonics are my "sphere", and of course I use Airfix figures. It is pitiful
that no metal-soldier manufacturers have interests in Australia. I follow some of
Mike Lockyer's conversion tips but have a lot of trouble hardening plasticine addi
tions - nail polish not seeming to work.

Thank you for your never-failing contributions to the hobby."

Mary Coupland of Sydney, Australia.
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leads one to expect too much. A great deal of ground is covered, and there is much
interesting material on such things as the Viking and Saxon use of the longbow, and
on Japanese archery and the symbolism of Zen archery.

But because the author has tried to cover so wide a field, there is not the de
tail that one would expect. For example I found no reference to Surenas, or Narses,
or to biblical archery. And certainly not the detail of battles given in your own
book. There are bibliographies to each section, as well as a general bibliography -
but so far as I can see no reference to your book, or to Lambs "March of the Barbar
ians, which has some interesting details on the Mongols, or to Marsden's recent work
on Greek and Roman Artillery.

In general this is an interesting book, and will be a valuable addition to the
library of anyone interested in the history of archery, who can afford the price.
For the wargamer there is interesting background material, but it is probably rather
too specialised and expensive for all except real archery "buffs"among our ranks.

In spite of what the jacket says I think we must still await the definitive
history of archery, which, when it comes will no doubt be a multi-volume work. Never
theless, this is a valuable addition to the library of archery books and will prove
fascinating reading to anyone who buys or borrows it."

./.T.Thurbon.

"I have been reading recently an absorbing series on the .7ar in Russia l9/H-'+5
as seen through German eyes. They are in German and being written by staff officers
who served in various headquarters arc highly factual with relatively little of the
so-called human interest angle, Consequently they will never be translated into
English. Fortunately they are written in a fairly simple style and should not pro
vide too many difficulties for anyone having O-level German and a really first class
dictionary. Some of the books are pictorial records and the captions are fairly
easily sorted out."

John Risdon.

"Here is a book which may be of interest - "L'Armee et Ses Problemes Hi' XVIII
Siecle" by Leonard published by Librairie Plor. This is a general discussion of the
18th century French army from Louis XIV to the early 1790's. Not a "technical" book
but it is interesting for general aspects and the amount of quotations from original
works.

".'here are numbers of interesting little bits and pieces, for instance that the
army of the 1780's, with less than 150,000 men included 35,000 officers of which less
than 10,000 actually served. Also a part on the emigre army which is interesting.
There were two Emigre armies, one under Conde at ..'orms and the other under the
Princes at Coblenze. The latter being a much less military sort of affair, most of
its time being spent on parade detail apparently. Some uniform details are given
e.g. The Guards of the Comte d'Artois "Etaient Ucvetus d'un Charmant Uniforme Vert
aux Parements et au Collet Craraoisi, Galonnes d'argent, avec les epaulettes de
Capitaine". .'he "army" was further hampered by such men as the Marquis de rolignAc,
a colonel at 73. The 'Quartier general" for what must have been a small army number
ed about k or 500 officers.

Conde's army was very small, only about k or 6,000 men of all arms and composed
mainly of nobles or titled men of some sort, even the rank and file. His 11 guns
were highly praised for their efficiency.

Finally, it is interesting to see that at Jemraappes the Fifth line, formerly
Navarre, went into action shouting "navarre sans pour!" Similarly the seventeenth,
formerly nuverga o, charged to the shout of ."Toujours, AuvergnJ sans tache!" This
from a Revolutionary army."

John Turnbull.

•fRather than trying to get full scale wargames going here in Exeter, I am aiming
to try some limited 5'»mm games with the Bristol ,/estern Gunfight Rules. Lack of
space and time dictates this. The games will be an extension of my general interest
in the raid-eighteenth century - Spanish Colonial fighting in Arizona/Texas/Floridal
It's something different, and should provide good amusement.

Chris Beaumont of Exeter.
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NEW RELEASES - APRIL 1972

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR - Foot Figures: Cavalry: Guns

This month we are pleased to announce the first of our new American Civil War
25mm figures. These come as a direct result of the many enquiries we have had since
we introduced our first figures in June of last year and it is in keeping with our
original statement of intent of producing a comprehensive range of figures and equip
ment to cover all periods.

ACW 1 Infantry in Kepi advancing
2 " " " standing firing
3 " " " kneeling firing
k 'Johnny Reb' advancing
5 " " standing firing
6 " " kneeling firing
7 Infantry Officer in Kepi
8 Zouave in tassled cap
9 " " turban

ACW 10 Dismounted cavalry kneeling firing
carbine

11 Artilleryman in Kepi holding rammer
12 " " " carrying bucket
13 » " " holding charge
1*1 " " " manning gun
15 " Officer in Kepi
16 Zouave in Kepi
17 " Officer with revolver

ACWC 1 Trooper in kepi carbine at rest.
2 Officer in Kepi.
3 Trooper in slouch hat charging.
h Officer in Plumed hat firing revolver.

25/T ACW 12pdr Howitzer.
25/V ACW 3" Rifle.
25/W ACW 10pdr Parrott Gun.
25/X ACW 12pdr Whitworth 3.L. Gun.

We have available figures and equipment in the following periods. Napoleonic,
Colonial and American Civil War as well as our new 20mm World War II range.

Sample box of castings £1 which includes figures and equipment of the period you
wish to list values of over the purchase amount.

As usual all our range is available from your stockist or in case of difficulty
direct from Meltham.

mw\.-

Designers ami Manufacturers oj fine Class
Military &! Naval Models, Equipment,

Dioramas, and Figures. '•<• '••- "t. 'I- •
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It is with the very greatest regret t..at I mention the death of the well known
model soldier maker Les Higgins whose great talent has been sadly cut short at an
early age. A most likeable person of the greatest integrity and sincerity, Les
Higgins designed model soldiers that were even admired by his rivals. The wargames
world and indeed the world of model soldier collecting has lost a great artist and,
although their difficulties will be obvious, it is sincerely hoped that his partner
B.L.Marlow will be able to carry on the firm so that these wonderful figures are not
lost to us.

Last month I mentioned that :eter Gilder had not only broken records but also
his back in turning out a complete range of American Civil ,/ar figures in the re
markably short period of about three weeks. At the time I was under the impression
that they were 30mm figures whereas, in reality, they are the well known "large"
25mm scale that we now expect from liinchliffe figures. I have seen the majority of
these soldiers and can only say that if anything they are better than most of the
figures turned out by talented I'eter Gilder. I was particularly entranced by the
four cavalry figures, particularly AC..C 3. Accompanying this new range of figures
are four beautiful little .;uns made by that master-gunner Frank Hinchliffe himself.
At one time extremely popular, the American Civil ./ar now seems to be a bit neglect
ed - this is a pity because it is a conflict that holds great fascination in its
tactics, battles and armaments.

I am amazed that so little attention seems to have been given to the new raini-
Minifigs 5mm figures turned out by Miniature Figurines. This is an immense boon to
the hard-up wargamcr who can now buy a battalion of 48 men for 20p! At present there
are Napoleonic British anu French infantry, cavalry and guns and, in case you have
not cottoned on to the fact that their scale is 5mm equals 6 feet, then you must
realise that, using these -roups of figures, it is possible to re-fight any of the
Peninsular or Napoleonic ..'ar battles, almost in their entirety on a normal wargames
table! In addition to i.apoleonic figures Miniature Figurines have very cleverly
turned out a complete range of tanks, guns, lorries, anti-tank guns, machine-gun
crews, etc., etc., for the ./estern Desert campaign of 1940-42. A much neglected but
fascinating period of modern warfare, these tiny vehicles, you can put two Sherman
tanks on your thumbnail, make the lucky wargamcr with a fitted sand-coloured carpet
a candidate for fighting a most realistic Alamein, Bardia, el Agheila, etc., etc.
These figures up a completely new facet of wargaming and I eagerly await the oppor
tunity to print in these pages the first articles that deal with wargames that*are
truly life-like through being fought to a realistic scale. Miniature Figurines arc
to be congratulated on their foresight in turning out such an interesting range of
figures.

I cannot end without once again mentioning those wonderful bargains, the 30mm
Stadden-made figures in .,'orld .Var I; British Colonial; Napoleonic; Franco-Prussian
War; Marlburian period, etc., etc., that are now obtainable at the stupid price of
10p each from Tradition, 188 Piccadilly, London ...1. To own one figure designed by
Charlie Stadden is a privilege - to fight with regiments of them is awe-inspiring!

Bellona rublictions have put out Series 29 and 30 of their Military Vehicle
Prints at 25p each, containing detailed plan views in 1:?6 and 1:48 scale. Series
29 features Char Somua S.35; Sturmegeschuetz IV (L/48) and Three Ton Special Tractor
(Ford) whilst Series 30 covers the new Sturmgeschuetz and Panzerjaeger Vomag; Jagd-
panzer Iv and Panzer IV/70. By the same publisher is Part 2 of '39-'45 German Army
Semi-Tracked Vehicles Handbook - this one dealing with light armoured personnel
carriers. By P.Chamberlain and H.L.Doyle, whoso reputation enhances the fantastic
photographs and descriptions contained in this little booklet. Military Vehicle Data
Number Wine contains detailed descriptions, photographs, drawings and plans of
British, Canadian and American vehicles of ,;orld War II.
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SCENE

by

T.McGurk

I don't remember when I last wrote, except to renew subscriptions and order
books but quite a number of things have happened that you might like to hear about.
My gaming is becoming limited because my opponent graduated from college a year ago
and has gone off to Germany to play with real tanks and solders. However, to go
back a year or so and give you an update -

May '70 - Participated in the May Day Weekend at New Haven as a member of the 3,000
plus Guardsmen ordered to duty. Things went off nicely and the Scranton
Commission had nice things to say about us. This was just prior to the
fiasco at Kent State.

Aug.'70 - rfent to school at Indiantown Gap MR in Pennsylvania and while there spent
an entire day soakin;; up history at Gettysburg, unencumbered by camp
followers. Returned to CT to find 1 had been promoted to MAJ and assigned
to the L03d Emergency Ops Hq.

Apr.'71 - Took a trip to Washington, DC and enroute visited Washington's Crossing
State Park in PA and NJ (it straddles the Delaware) and then on to Valley
Forge. Drove by Brandywine Battlefield but it was late in the day and the
park was closed.

Apr.'71 - Through a local organisation met military analyst George Fielding Eliot and
had a conversation with him for about an hour. This was about 2 weeks

before his death. After I helped his wife clean out the house a little.
For this I got a footlocker full of military magazines and pamphlets and a
5 volume set of Napier's Peninsular War as published in 1864. Later she
sold his library and for #20 I picked up 17 volumes including "Street With
out Joy", "Bastogne and Campaigns in the Monsoon" by Marshall, "Notes on
the Spanish-American War" (translations of important Spanish documents) and
finally a beautiful copy of the "Armies of India" by Lovett and MacMunn.

May '71 - Attended the memorial service for MAJ Eliot. The eulogist was BG S.L.A.
Marshall. Afterwards at a luncheon I enjoyed nearly an hours conversation
with the General and found him an interesting individual and very approach
able. His formula for writing a good story is to start at the highlight
and work both ways!

Jly.'71 - Off to visit relatives but enroute spent some time at Antietam. Visited
Burnside's Bridge and other parts of the field I had always missed. Also
stopped briefly at Aberdeen and anyone interested in tanks and artillery
must see this to believe it.

Left Out - I have discovered a new and excellent opponent Les Davis in Clinton. Met
Arnold J. Hendricks and found him the perfect staff type. Also got to the
Philadelphia Convention with Charlie Sweet. Visited Lexington, Concord,
and later Manassas. Have painted more than 200 figures so far this year -
a record for me. 3usy buying up Minitanks before the price goes out of
sight! Got a batch of Airfix Washington's Army which has opened up endless
possibilities.

ooOoo

by

Mark L. Evans

It would be a marvellous change from run-of-the-mill wargames to be able to in
dulge in the inexorable advance of the zig-zag, the savage hand-to-hand fighting in
the trenches, the midnight patrols, the intricacies of mine and counter-mine, the
steady battering of the siege guns and mortars all culminating in the drama of the
assault on the breach. Of course, these rules would be difficult to formulate and
put into effect, but they would provide another, more scientific form of wargame.
This kind of wargaming would necessitate a very small scale - for which the new
Minifigs 5mm scale would be ideal, an umpire and detailed maps; naval operations
could be brought in too!



BOOKS
"WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - 3,000 B.C. to

1,500 T.D." by Donald Feathers tone. (8£" x 5?"".
304 pages; 12 photographs; 35 Line drawings. Stanley
Paul and Co. - £2.75p).

The latest book written by the Editor of
Wargamer's Newsletter, this book is honoured through being reviewed by two of the
best-known 'Ancient' wargamers in the world - Bob O'Brien and Phil Barker, co-authors
(with Ed Smith) of all the Wargames Research Group rules.

When a 3ank Manager is asked to vouch for the credit-worthiness of a customer it
is a tradition that the' better the prospect, the fewer words used, so that the best
of all are revealed by just one word "Unquestioned". This is rather the way I feel
about this book, which is by far the best thing that Don has ever done, and stands
head and houlders above his earlier books. This is not that there is nothing to
criticise - the author who writes a book that cannot be picked on is either not try
ing or has nothing to say. A vast field is covered, and a new approach to making up
the indefinable thing that can be called the "character" of an Army has been put for
ward. I welcome this, and look forward to wargaraers arguing like mad over the Army
Fighting Assessment Charts. It has the most extensive bibliography that I have seen
in any book devoted to the subject, covering not only further sources of references,
but availability of figures for the different periods. I can see people offering
large sums ofgold for back issues of the Newsletter and Slingshot, in particular.

Any wargamer contemplating entry into that most fascinating of periods, Ancient,
should have this book, and I look forward to further offerings on the same lines - I
repeat "Unquestioned" and urge anyone with the slightest interest in wargaming to buy
it.

Bob O'Brien.

This is an ideal introduction to Ancient armies and their characteristics for
the Hapoleonicist who is getting a little tired of the same old reliable lines of red
coats, or the Modernist who wants a change from shoulder-to-shoulder Airfix tanks.

In view of the huge field covered it would be unfair to carp at the occasional
error of fact that has crept in where Don has been led astray by his authorities.
His strongest point has always been descriptive colour, and any man who can read this
book and not feel an urge to rush out, buy figures, and start painting probably has
no soul to be stirred.

Apart from inspiration, it contains a very extensive bibliography, the only
weakness of which in our eyes, being convinced that one word bv_ a Roman is worth
three about a Roman, is the relative paucity of Ancient authors mentioned. It also
has some very good original thinking deserving the attention of the most blase of
the fraternity, and I hope to see Don producing more of this sort of thing in the
future.

Readers may be put off by the jacket blurb that the book contains all the in
formation necessary to build up any array of the Ancient or Mediaeval period, which
is obviously untrue. However, a wargamer who builds up and fights an army with the
appropriate chapter as a guide will certainly produce something more accurate, and
almost certainly more efficient than most of those seen on the tables today.

Phillip Barker.

This book can be purchased from .Vargamer's Newsletter, personally inscribed to
the reader and autographed by the author - iT3.00p (/8.00 U.S.A.).

"THE FOOT GUARDS REGIMENTS 1880 to 1914" compiled by A.H.Bowling. (8£" x 6"; 70
photographs; 9 colour prints; 64 pages. Almark Publications. Case-bound - £1.75Pi
paperback - £1.25p).
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This is a pictorial album illustrating the men, uniforms and other aspects of
the Guards Regiments during a peak period in British military history. There are
fully descriptive captions plus an introductory text. The photographs are of the
greatest interest and the men "shine" so much that one almost stands to attention as
one goes through its pages! Most interesting.

"GERMAN NAVY WARSHIPS 1939-1945" by W.D.G.Blundell. (8;}" x 6"; 88 pages; 90
scale drawings; 80 photographs; 3 colour plates. Almark Publications. Case-bound -
£1.90p; paperback - £1.25p).

A mine of information for the Naval wargamer. There is an introductory text
outlining the functions, activities and development of each Warship, class list and
basic specifications are included. An invaluable source of reference all under one
inexpensive cover.

"WEHRMACHT ILLUSTRATED SERIES No. 3. PANZER GRENADIERS, No. 4 GERMAN HALF
TRACK VEHICLES 1939-1945"

The former is by Peter Chamberlain and Chris Ellis and the second book by J.
Williamson. Both published by Almark, these books give basic information, with
plenty of large pictures, data and colour plates. Each book has an introductory text
which gives clear historical and development details and the pictures have fully
descriptive captions. At 50p each, these represent dirt-cheap editions to the
library of the modernist wargamer.

"THE UNIVERSAL SOLDIER: Fourteen Studies in Campaign Life A.D. 43-1944" (95-" x
7"i 264 pages. Innumerable photographs and prints plus 14 full-page coloured plates
by Gerald Embleton. Guinness Superlatives Ltd - £4.50p).

I cannot remember when last I so enjoyed a book! This gloriously put together
volume consists of fifteen lengthy and marvellously detailed chapters, each describ
ing a typical soldier from a different military period, begining with a Roman legion
ary and ending with a British paratrooper at Arnhem. Each chapter is by a different
writer, the majority of them familiar to English wargamers and military collectors
and all of them quite obviously experts in their subject. They include Brigadier
Peter Young; Boris Mollo; Colonel Nicholson; W.A.Thorburn; Frederick Wilkinson etc.,
etc. This is a book that can be read and re-read, both for its interest and for its
highly informative details. It is sumptuously produced and the coloured plates are
worth the price of the book itself. As a source of inspiration to wargamers it will
be difficult to find anything better. In a sense, I am green with envy that my
Hector MacDonald of the Black Watch is not one of this illustrious company!

"THE FORTRESS - Anzio 1944" by Raleigh Trevelyan. (8" x 5"; 223 pages. Leo
Cooper - £1.75p).

If you really want to know what World War II was like then read this book be
cause it tells of an infantryman's adventures in one of the hottest spots of World
War II, Down to earth without being speckled with swear words, 3nd yet not packed
with "glory" this book is most readable.

"THE ROYAL IRISH FUSILIERS" by Henry Harris. (>}£" x 5i"; 171 pages; numerous
photographs. Leo Cooper - £3.15p).

Another one of the "Famous Regiments" series, by Henry Harris (well known as
the collector of model soldiers) this book tells a fascinating story of a famous
fighting Irish Regiment.

00O00

LOOKING AROUND - Continued from PaKe g3

THE TRUMPETER - February 1972. Figure Representation, Scale Frontage Basic Decisions;
Air Wargames World War I; Basic Colour Information for French Line Infantry plus
battle reports, etc.

THE VEDETTE - October 1971. Journal of the National Capital Military Collectors of
America. David Chandler's visit to Russia; Russian Line Infantry 1812-15; Wargames
Corner; Modern Warfare Rules; The Battle of Cowpens; Uniforms of the Third Reich,
etc. coCcc

Peter Glider- is promoting a lini-Conventi on nt the Hull Arts Centre on
Sunday 30th April next., from 10.30-8pm aith the public admitted at 2.30.
In addition to wargames demonstrations, Trade stands, Bring-and-buy sale
etc., there viill \b a bar and refreshment stand. Write Hinchcliffe Figures
for details.



LOOKING
AROUND

AIRFIX MAGAZINE - March 1972. Expanding the Airfix Sherwood Castle set (very useful
for Ancient wargamcrs); Crusader Gun Tractor conversion; modelling equipment of Ger
man paratroops; 5'*mm Conversions; plus reviews of kits, figures, books, etc.

THE ARMCHAIR GENERAL - Number 11. French Artillery in the mid-l8th Century; Ancient
Wargame Rules; British Units at Waterloo; Constructing the Russian KV/I tank; Russ
ian Army in World War II; Russian Uniforms in World War II; Austrian Army 1812-13;
Artillery in the American Revolution; but book and figure reviews.

BATTLEFLEET - No.6. Official Journal of the Naval Wargames Society. Confederate
Ironclads; Naval Wargames reports plus notices.

DISPATCH - February 1972. The Journal of the Scottish Military Collectors Society
Has an attractive new cover and also a new Hon. President in Lt.Col. Colin Mitchell

M.P. of the Argyls. Colour details of the Seaforth Highlanders 1779/1971 (with
plates) plus book, figure, plate, etc., reviews.

THE AVALCN HILL GENERAL - Jan-Feb 1972. Articles on Tactics of Board Wargaming plus
article "Decision Analysis for Wargaraers".

THE GRENADIER - December '71/January '72. This Bulletin of the Cheltenham Wargames
Club continues under its new editor Chris Gregg. Full of interesting and enthusias
tic battle reports with articles on Firing Graposhot at Troops engaged in a Melee
and the value of forming square to repulse cavalry.

INTERNaTICK ..'ARG..MEH - November 1971. The Surface Warship; the Avalon Hill Stalin
grad tactics; Individual Mediaeval Combats; Historic Naval Actions; Planes of World
War I; Naval Wargaming; Avalon Hill Jutland; Napoleonic Grand Tactics; German Pz III
J; Road to Gettysburg, etc.

MILIHISTRIOT - Autumn 1971. German Line Infantry 1900; The British in North America;
Military Uniforms on cigarette cards.

MILITARY AFFAIRS - December 1971. Japanese Military ilistory World War II; U.S.Navy
1865-9; Russian Strategic Though 1829-1904; plus book and Museum reviews etc.

MILITARY MODELLING - March 1972. Review of Rose Miniatures; The Ram Kangaroo; the
Model Engineer Exhibition 1972; York Castle Museum; Uniforms and Colours of the
British Army; Mediaeval Heraldry; Historex Figures reviewed; Napoleonic '..'argaming by
Charles Grant; Armoured Cars of the R.A.F.; plus features, adverts, etc.

MODEL BOATS - March 1972. Article with plan of the Von Dor Tann Gorman Battle-
Cruiser 1910.

AN SAIGHD-IUIRIN - No.3. This Journal of the Irish Model Soldier Society contains
articles on the Ulster Volunteer Force; the Jordon Camel Corps; 16th Century Irish
Warrior; Cigarette Card Collecting; Forgeries in Model Soldiers; etc., etc.

SCALE MODELS - February and March 1972. The first contains Airfix 10th Hussar;
Modelling Castles in Card; and the latter U.S. Air Force Museum plus book, figure
reviews, etc., etc.

THE SENTINEL - November 1971. An American Nigh School wargames magazine has articles
on Modern Soviet Destroyers (with illustrations); Post-Nuclear Conflict Wargaming
(AFVs).

SIGNAL - Ho.11. This Canadian bi-weekly of Jack Mansfield's contains local news of
Club and wargamin : activities plus new books, films, figures, etc.

SLINGSHOT - January 1972. The Official Journal of the Society of Ancients contains
articles on Delay in ./argames; iiuns; Elephants; American Charlie Tarbox's stimulat
ing visit to England; The Other Salamis; The Russian Army of the 10th-11th Centuries-

SOLDIER - February 1972. The British Army in Northern Ireland; Gurkhas at Buckingham
Palace; record and book reviews, etc.

THE SQUADRON - Winter 1972. Kit details of aircraft and tanks and Luftwaffe Uniforms;
Crusader Tanks in North Africa; plus adverts and other features.

STRATEGY AND TACTICS - No.30. The Organisation of the American Army, Europe 1944-5;
Unit Organisations: American, German and Russian; The Saratoga Campaign 1777; Troops
used in the American Revolution; plus vast details of boardgames and a complete free
game "Combat Command".
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FOR SALE: 2 Hinton !!unt French Infantry Bns. (1012-15). 36 men per 3n. includ
ing officers, standard bearers and drummers. 1 Bn. part painted. Offers to Angus
Clarke, 1 3alhousie Avenue, Perth, Scotland.

00O00

Subscribers are requested to note that every care is taken to ensure that their
Newsletters are correctly addressed and safely dispatched. That being the case, it
is regretted that no responsibility can be taken for non-arrival and replacement
copies must be charged for - usually by deducting one month from the subscription
period. Books and other literature are packed once per month and dispatched"so
please be patient - your order may have arrived just as a shipment had gone out!

00O00

Overseas subscribers sometimes kindly send addressed envelopes, complete with
postage stamps of their own country, unfortunately the British Post Office will only
accept British stamps on outgoing letters so I have the beginnings of a collection of
unueed foreign stamps. An International Reply Coupon is the answer, gentlemen.

00O00

FOR SALE: 200 British Napoleonic figures by Hinton Hunt. Painted and unpainted.
Details S.A.E. to J.Kirk, 17 Crown Lea Avenue, Malvern, ..'ores ./R14 2DR.

00O00

Back issues of Wargamer's Newsletter for November 1968; November 1970 and each
month until January 1972. 1op (50c U.S.A.) each including postage.

00O00

WANTED: Details of mid-eighteenth century European flags, particularly French
army; Britains 54mra American Revolution figures; any reliable details of apache and
Seminole xndian dress c. 1750-1850. C.Beaumont, Exeter Hall, Pennsylvania Road,
Exeter, Devon.

00O00

"Without wishing to involve myself in organising any local group at the moment,
anyone living nearby and wishing to make contact is quite welcome to do so." R.
Capon, 47A Hill View Road, Bournemouth, Hants BII10 5BH.

00O00

Subscriber Dr. J. Muhchaus of 5 Highlands Avenue, Leatherhead, Surrey, would be
grateful for following American Civil War information:-

What were the types of field guns and howitzers used, and most important, what
were their approximate ranges?

What was the organisation of the Unionist or Confederate Artillery, i.e. how
many guns (roughly) made a battery, how many batteries made up a regiment?

How large (roughly) was a cavalry squadron, and how many squadrons made up a
cavalry regiment?

00O00

Would any British wargamers who possess sizeable armies of the War of the
American Revolution please communicate with the Editor, giving numbers, typos and
scale of figures.

A military modelling and wargaming club has recently been formed in the Cross-
gates area of l^eeds.

For information on this new group, contact >. .'.3. ilwen at 39 l.elmscott Lane,
Leeds 15i Yorkshire.



THE LITERATURE OF WARGAMING

BOOKS BY DONALD FEATHEhSTONE - Personally inscribed and signed by the author.

"WARGAMES" - The original text book of wargaming. £1.65p. (£5-75)-
"NAVaL WARGAMES" - Sea battles with model ships. £1.65p. (#5-75)-

"AIR ••.'ARGAMSS" - Battles with model aircraft. £1.65p. (#5.75).

"ADVANCED ./ARG...MES" - This follow-up book to "Wargames" introduces a host of new
ideas and brings the hobby up-to-date. £2.40p. (£6.25).
"UAgGAMg CAHPAKNS" - This book caters for the experienced wargamer who is seeking
larger scale campaigns, but it is not too advanced for the relative beginner.
£1.90p. (£6.00).

"HANDBOOK FO •MODEL SOLDIER COLLECTORS" - An essential reference book giving details
of the world's figure-makers, museums, prints, books, recrods, dioramas, etc., etc.
Special edition for ./argaraer's Newsletter subscribers - 85p. (£3.00).
"AT THEM WITH THE BAYONET!" - The 1st Sikh War 1845-6. £1.65p. (#5-75).

"BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS" - A new and completely different book that introduces
the hobby and then expands the subject so that even the experienced wargamer will
find interest and value in its pages. Well illustrated with drawings and photo
graphs. (Published by David and Charles). £2.90p. (#8.00).
"MILITARY MODELLING" - Is a book packed with instructions for moulding and casting
model soldiers; on making military vehicles, guns and buildings; on soldering,
gluing and painting; making dioramas and display cabinets. There is an extensive
section dealing with the conversion of Airfix and "istorex plastic figures.
(Published by Kaye and Ward). £2.05p. (£6.00).

"LITTLE wARS" - ''Little Jars" first appeared in 1913 and this is a facsimile re-
production of the first edition. In this book H. G. Wells brought his consider
able imagination to bear on the formulation of simple but effective rules to
rationalise the small boy's pastime of shooting down toy soldiers with toy cannon.

"Little Wars" is the foundation stone of the present hobby of playing war-
games. It is also a book of great charm. £1.85p. (£6.00).
"CLP BRITISH MODEL SOLDIERS, 1893-1918" - L../.Richards. An illustrated reference
Guice for Collectors. 'C1.65p. (£5.75) •

A series of handbooks dealing with wargaming

1. Rules for Ancient Wargames (1000 B.C. to 900 A.D.) by Tony Bath.

2. Rules-for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.

3. Rules for 1750 period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation
in America) by Tony Bath.

4. Rules for Napoleonic Wargaraes by Donald Featherstone.

5. Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Featherstone.

6. Rules for late 19th Century ..argaraes (including Colonial Wars against
Natives) by Donald Featherstone.

7. Rules for 1917 period wargame in German South-West Africa (including
rules for early tanks, armoured cars, etc) by Donald Featherstone.

8. Rules for 1944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.

20p each (50c) or the set of 8 for .".1.25p (#3-50) including postage.

"WArtUAHES TERRAIN" - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct realistic
battlefields. 55P- (#2.00).

These publications can be obtained by sending cash with order to WARGAM::R'S
NEWSLETTER.

All dollar and non sterling cheques require an 'additional 30 cents handling-
charge added to them.



Getevery
detail right

with Airfix

lelt: SulfolV. Bottom RinM: Scharnhotlt.too B'Bht:AtkRoyal.

The world's
biggest range of

construction kits

_ ...J Utile things—like Iho hellcoptors,
operating stem camp and Landing Craft—

that really makes the model! And that's why
Irflx Construction Kits are so fantastically popular.

Every model i3 accurate to the smallest detail—a perlect
replica ot the real thing! There ore nineteen dtllercnt series, each

made to a constant scale. Over 300 kits, at prices
from 17p. At all good hobby shops and F. W. Woolworth.

Ask tor Iho catalogue.

STOP PRESS

Propeller rnulori^ing unit avai1able(32p).

Up from you( rr»o«1 *»op I
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